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What’s the overall goal?

 PBN implementation?

 Reduce the separation? 

 Implement shorter routes?

 Implement ASBU? 

?



What’s the overall goal?

 Safe operation in and efficient 

seamless environment 



Options to consider to reduce airspace complexity

 Analyze and plan what strategies could provide 

more efficiency: 

 Shorter routes

 UPRs – random routing 

 Efficient routes - focused on less restrictive routes (e.g. 5NM 

longitudinal separation supported by an optimum CNS 

infrastructure)

 Flexible airspace (e.g. parallel ATS routes between 2 major city 

pairs or area flows)

 Or a mix of the previous points

 Reduce complexity 



 City pairs to/from/within LATAM/CAR, NAM, USA

 Regional Challenge: to implement “homogenous areas”

NAM-LATAM/CAR flights flows 

 Working 

groups 

could 

request an 

specific view 

to IATA



Traffic Flow Areas - TFA

 Homogenous traffic flow areas

 Efficiency of the flights between TOC-TOD could be improved if 
improvements are applied along the routes (flow areas) with the same 
CONOPS (e.g. 5NM corridors whether if its with ADS-B/MLAT/MSSR) 

 Uncoordinated and isolated implementations by FIRs might create a 
“black hole effect”



TFAs

 Example 1 of “black hole effect” = less operational benefits 

with an expensive CNS implementation

CNS = current VHF coverage 
OPS benefit = 20NM enroute

within and across FIRs

CNS = add MSSRs ($$)
OPS benefit = 10NM enroute

within FIR only but 80NM
across FIR 



TFAs

 Example 2 of “black hole effect”= operational Benefit –

reduced longitudinal separation only within FIR

CNS = VHF/HF
OPS benefit = 80NM enroute

CNS = ADS-C/CPDLC MANDATE
OPS benefit = 50NM enroute

(benefit only achieved within FIR)



Regional Harmonization that impacts airspace efforts

 PBN implementation 

 FPL – AICD

 Different operational standard – regulation (ex item19) 

 CNS (Ex. Diff requirements 

 DO260Bs = using different separation

 Performance in ATM systems = not compatible; 

 poor Comms, etc.) 

 Outdated LOAs

 ATFM (procedures, implementation, capacity analysis, 

etc.) 

 Safety concerns (safety case? Risk matrix? Mitigation?) 

 Lack or workforce

 Etc..



Longitudinal Separation 



Longitudinal Separation - goal 

 Proposal: to change procedures from 

 “longitudinal separation minima based on time”, to

 “longitudinal separation minima based on DME 

and/or GNSS” 

 Doc.4444 – chapter 5 requirements:

 DME/GNSS and direct ATC-pilot VHF



ATC - A/C
“evolving sophistication”  

1903

today



ATC - Aircrafts 

+

New technologies + old techniques 

=



CNS support

ICAO 
Doc.9082 



Longitudinal Separation (Concepts Homologation) 

1.2.1.3 The determination of 
longitudinal separation minima is 
based on the quality of information 
available to ATC.

 Doc.9426 Part II; Section 2, 
Chapter I; 1.2.1.3

 If the same SUR/COM 
performance is achieved in 
“continental airspace” and 
over “oceanic” areas, the 
same separation should be 
applied.

Where?
 SAM

 Black sea airspace 

 Bangkok Oceanic area

 APAC airspace have 2 

type of airspace (based 

on infrastructure) 

= surveillance

= procedural 



ATFM best practices

• Harmonized ATFM procedures 

– AIP, LOAs with other FIRs

– not by ATCs

• Communication (ITOP, CADENA, Direct)

• Post OPS

• Discuss and analyze all the options in DCM with 

stakeholders (Airlines, other FIRs, Airports, etc.)



How it was before RCG FPL initiative

45

How it is today with current 
procedures

States that have committed 
to change to blue/green

Letters = to procedures used or accepted to use by ANSPs

FPL initiative: Progress



Efficiency of the system is the clue

How?

 Predictability

 Collaborative 

Decision Making  

(CMD) between 

stakeholders

 Measure the ATM 

system and improve 

what is necessary 

according to the 

expected demand
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